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Finally!
With the nice spring weather we've had lately,
it goes well with an equally sunny Impact of
the Month! A lot has happened since the last
time, but we have tried to summarize the
most important and biggest projects we
worked on recently.

In addition to this, Consensus is looking for a
new board for 23/24! If you are interested in a
post, contact fumordf@consensus.liu.se!

DO YOU WANT TO PARTICIPATE AND MAKE AN
IMPACT?
If you are interested in having an impact  on
your program and on Consensus work, we
encourage you to apply for a post in your
section! The majority of the sections are
currently recruiting for next year's board, so
take your chance! This is your chance to be
part of something bigger.

Do you have anything you wish Consensus
to work with, or a question that you think
Consensus should bring more attention to?
Please let us know by contacting us, you
can fínd our information to the right!

Impact of the month is Consensus
way to give you a bigger insight in

our impact work. If you want to read
more Impact of the month you can

find them at:
https://www.consensus.liu.se/aktu

ellt/manadens-paverkan

Become a member here:
medlem.consensus.liu.se

https://www.consensus.liu.se/aktuellt/manadens-paverkan
https://www.consensus.liu.se/aktuellt/manadens-paverkan
https://medlem.consensus.liu.se/


ChatGPT
All faculties at LiU are discussing the newest

boom in digital resources, which is ChatGPT.

The discussions mainly concern the approach

of the education programs and how

examinations are affected by AI. Consensus

participates in these discussions and highlights

how students are affected by this and what

students need to know about AI for future

professions.

Research-related education
For the past two months, the faculty and

Consensus have worked with a MedFak joint

explanation and view of what research-related

education entails and what opportunities for

research the students should be offered during

their studies. The work aims to clarify and

strengthen the studies' research connection,

as well as draw students' attention to the

research opportunities within the respective

field of study.

Overnight conference with the
Education board
At the beginning of February, Consensus

participated with three representatives at an

overnight conference with the Education board

at the Medical Faculty. During the meeting

days, all program managers and the faculty

met to, among other things, discuss common

issues such as equal conditions and

internationalization. Consensus organized a

discussion point regarding vulnerability and

harassment within the academy, which

generated many thoughts from all participants.

Contact us:

PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD
Lydia Toft

ko@consensus.liu.se
0733-44 98 30

VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD
Clara Karlsson Brefält

vko@consensus.liu.se
073-962 55 52

HEAD OF EDUCATIONAL AFFAIRS
Alva Amrén

uu@consensus.liu.se
073-940 55 20

HEAD OF STUDENT WELFARE AND SUPPORT:
FOCUS RECEPTION

Mikaela Alexanderson
sam@consensus.liu.se

073-940 55 21

HEAD OF STUDENT WELFARE AND SUPPORT:
FOCUS WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Sofia Luong
sac@consensus.liu.se

073-981 50 25

MEMBER- AND STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICER

Lisa Harrysson
msa@consensus.liu.se

073-940 55 52
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Introduction of Program Director
After the autumn's Student Leadership

Council, it was decided that it was the task of

each faculty to map out the possibility of

student representation in case of new and

re-election of the program director. At

MedFak, work will therefore begin during this

spring, which we hope will lead to a closer and

stronger collaboration between the program

director and the relevant section. This is a step

in the right direction, and Consensus will

continue to work for greater involvement in

the decision.

Internationalization
In 2022, the unions jointly started an action

plan for internationalization for Linköping

University and includes four target areas. The

action plan has now been checked by the

principal and is back with the student unions,

before it can be completed. Internally for

Consensus, the work on internationalization

within the Consensus organization continues.

Consensus has held discussions within the

board, in FUM, with other student unions in

Sweden and together with BioMed, which will

also continue during March. This is with the

aim of mapping out wishes and opportunities

and will end up in another action plan for

internal internationalization.

SFS Members meeting
Parts of the Consensus SFS delegation

have participated in the SFS member

meeting in Stockholm. At this members'

meeting, topics that could be the

subject of future proposals and motions

to the upcoming  SFS-FUM in May were

discussed. During the meeting, SFS

budget and what the member unions

would like to see the board work with in

the coming years were also discussed.

CARMA 2023
On February 16, approximately 30

exhibitors from across the southeast

healthcare region took over Växthuset

for Consensus' annual job market fair.

Employers came from both regions and

municipalities to meet students. The

exhibitors have given positive feedback

for the event and we hope that you

students appreciated the opportunity to

meet potential employers as much!

Reception period 2023
The reception 2023 has ended and just

like the autumn reception, this is the

first full-scale reception for the students

starting in the spring semester since the

start of the pandemic spring term 2020.

Consensus has been around and met the

new students on both campus walks, the

Nollolympiad and at our own arranged

Nollephesten. Just like many other

things, this new start has brought a lot

of joy and a lot of lessons that we can

take with us in our continued work.

Evaluation questionnaires will be sent

out in the near future.




